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Presentation Notes
This map shown before.Will track progress of the lows: NE (soon to leave area) and SW.



Wint wx & wint storm watches, 
flooding, high winds, AQ 
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Presentation Notes
Leading midwest low moves east, with not much change in vort. Trough off Baja moves slowing E, bits of vorticity breaking off from it.
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About now…



National radar 
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Presentation Notes
Precip in the NE from leading trough (500mb PVA over OH) and surface low WAA over areas to the east (PN, NJ, east NY)Also: Lake effect snows over northern MI (look at loop and sfc map)line across Carolinas (weak PVA – see RUC model. LI low, even moisture is low)Other areas not yet explainedSo Cal and AZ precip
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About now…
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Presentation Notes
‘clipper’ dives down across great lakes then eastward over NE. Fcst snows less than a foot except over ME. The vort maxes will become organized into one cut-off low.Not much WAA, most of that is offshore by 2nd fcst map. However, PVA in the area is strong, The 540 line (red) well s into carolinas, so most of this is snow.In SW: low is cut off, it doesn’t move much, pinwheels vort maxes into AZ with up to an inch plus of rain,. This last almost until Super bowl. There is a little WAA but mainly PVA ahead of this cut-off during the period. Low level moisture is substantial (lower left plots) over whole 4 corners region. Dry air intrusion late in the period. Further east, there is WAA (TX, OK) with some upslope (CO) to take that SW moisture and produce precip later.    Third thing is vort maxs that enter NW and move across N tier of states. The leading one is what spawns a low and taps into that SW moisture over Tx late in the period. That moves towards NE. What it does after that quite unclear – see GFS ensemble
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Presentation Notes
A lot of disagreement about that low spawned from the SW.



Long range 

 



Next substantial precip here? 
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Sunday 8 Feb? 
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